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INTRODUCTION



A small girl dressed in dungarees, 

an oversized T-shirt and jelly sandals 

is walking along Weston-super-

Mare pier on the English coast, 

in Somerset, holding a stick of 

candy fl oss bigger than her head. 

She pauses next to an amusement 

machine that has a grabbing crane 

inside a cubicle of glass. Behind the 

glass, hundreds of eyes are staring 

back at her. The eyes belong to a 

pyramid of bananas – fl uffy, yellow 

bananas with large painted eyes. 

Each one implores the small girl to 

take it home and look after it.

The girl is too little to reach the controls 

of the game, so she begs her older sister 

to win a banana for her. Each attempt 

costs 50p and, by the fourth turn, she is 

rewarded with a large, soft, cuddly piece 

of fruit that she cradles in the crook of her 

arm and refuses to let out of her sight, 

even to this day.

That small girl was me on a Saturday 

afternoon back in 1994, when my grand-

father would regularly drive me, my sister 

and our cousins to the seaside for a bit 

of fun. He always gave a £1 coin to the 

fi rst person to see the sea. How I loved 

those days out. He would also give each 

of us £10 to spend, which was a veritable 

fortune for an eight-year-old. I spent my 

money on things like infl atable sharks and 

novelty items made from sugar, including 

a complete English breakfast (all sweets).

I think, dear reader, you’re beginning to 

understand where the inspiration for the 

weird world of Lucy Sparrow was fi rst 

incubated. I was totally mesmerised by 

things made out of materials they weren’t 

supposed to be made from. Even better, 

if the items were anthropomorphised 

with googly eyes, then I was in heaven. 

Inanimate objects with welcoming faces 

always presented themselves as my 

friends. I was a strange child, not like 

the others around me. I was captivated 

by bizarre items and obsessively 

collected colourful trinkets that most 

people would consider junk and tat. 

I suppose these were the earliest signs 

of surrealism in my life.

It is to my parents’ eternal credit that 

they never took me to see a psychiatrist. 

Instead, they indulged my eccentric tastes 

for the outlandish and the garish. I put 

some of this down to the fact that my 

mother was an artist and my father was 
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a photographer and writer. They seemed 

to understand that a vivid imagination 

wasn’t something to be stamped on. 

I used to drag my poor dad around Bath 

on the weekends, making him go into 

every shop that sold anything out of the 

ordinary. He and I were both fully paid-

up members of the awkward squad. We 

delighted in being outsiders and not 

giving a damn what people thought of us 

as we walked through the streets carrying 

cuddly animals and infl atable objects. It 

is this willingness to indulge my fantasies 

that has enabled me to retain a childlike 

wonder about the universe.

When you are an awkward child, you often 

encounter bullying or animosity from 

other kids and, sometimes, even teachers. 

There is an overbearing pressure to grow 

up and leave juvenile things far behind, 

which can cause some people to retreat 

into their own imagination as a place 

of safety. That’s what happened to me. 

At the time, the pressure to conform 

caused me some serious problems. 

I developed an eating disorder and 

began to harm myself. I don’t mention this 

to procure some sort of Jerry Springer–

style sympathy, but if you genuinely want 

to know where feltism – my practice of 

recreating items from real life out of felt – 

began, then you need to understand this 

personal part of my history. The place I 

regressed into while going through these 

diffi cult times was made more bearable 

by the soft friends and objects around 

me. It provided succour from the harsh 

realities of being different in a society that 

didn’t always appreciate weirdness.

Although I was a bright student, I left 

school early to study art at my local 

college as I knew that was what I was 

meant to do. I never wavered in my 

ambition to make felt artwork, because 

items like this had provided so much 

comfort to me. The tutors at my state-

funded college were different to the 

private school I’d been at before, which 

tolerated very little in the way of any 

artistic expression that crossed the lines of 

conventional fi ne art. At last, I was given 

the freedom to produce art that spoke to 

me. I was so happy there.

Fast-forward through ten years of 

minimum-wage jobs while creating art 

at night and I arrived in London (via 

Brighton). I had big ambitions and an 

idea for a solo show that drew on Charles 

Saatchi’s Sensation exhibition, which my 
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mother had taken me to see at the Royal 

Academy of Art when I was eleven. It 

blew my mind and I knew that I wanted 

to create art as pleasing as that. My fi rst 

show opened when I was 25, in a dingy 

basement in Hoxton, East London in 2012. 

Few people came, but it didn’t matter. 

I had created fourteen original pieces 

in my grandmother’s garage and I was 

going to display them no matter what. 

I had to rent the space and produce the 

programmes. All of my family members 

helped me to install the show and happily 

carried a massive felt shark through 

the streets. They didn’t see anything 

crazy about it, either.

Someone must have visited, because 

I soon found myself being asked to take 

part in more group shows. Gradually, 

I became known as ‘the felt girl’. During 

this time I also produced a tapestry of 

the London Underground and a periodic 

table of weaponry. I began to make a 

name for myself creating soft art from 

hard subjects.
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It was while I was looking around for 

inspiration for a third solo show that the 

idea of creating a corner shop stocked 

entirely with items made out of felt 

popped into my head. I wanted to create 

a show that involved so much work that 

the whole exhibit would envelop the 

viewer and literally take their breath away 

with its sheer scale, while whisking them 

back to gentler times when local stores 

were on most street corners.

I set about tracking down the fi ttings 

and the objects I’d need to create my 

shop. I drove across much of the UK 

and took thousands of photos of 

items in corner shops as references. 

Then began eight months of bleeding 

fi ngers and self-imposed house arrest 

as I sewed the 4,000 items that would 

fi nally go into the store. To fi nance the 

show, I launched a Kickstarter campaign 

that was later match-funded by the 
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Arts Council, who kindly paid for 

me to work with local residents and 

disadvantaged kids to create their 

own felt objects. 

The Cornershop was a bigger success 

than I could ever have imagined. 

Thousands of people queued up to 

visit the derelict old laundrette in 

Bethnal Green, East London to have a 

look at my creations.

What you see in this book is a cross 

section of my work designed to inspire 

and delight. I hope it will give a foretaste 

of what is to come as I spread the creed 

of feltism across the face of the globe. 

I shall not stop until all the world is soft 

and huggable, people everywhere are 

smiling, and carrying a soft, fl uffy banana 

around is seen as perfectly normal.
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